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Tortuga Expands Award-Winning Outbreaker Collection With Versatile New Design: 
Outbreaker Laptop Backpack 

The versatile secondary bag optimized for air travel 

 

Walnut, CA (February 25, 2020) -- Tortuga -- creators of carry on travel backpacks, daypacks, 

and accessories for city travelers -- announces the launch of the Outbreaker Laptop Backpack: 

a travel-optimized backpack that fits under the seat of an airplane. 

 

“Most travelers use a two-bag system -- often a duffle, rolling suitcase, or carry on-sized travel 

backpack, plus a personal item for under the seat. That personal item is often whatever they 

had lying around at home and often not optimized for air travel,” commented Tortuga 

co-founder, Fred Perrotta. “The Outbreaker Laptop Backpack is specifically designed for air 

travel and makes it easy for travelers to have access to everything they need at their seat. Plus, 

it doubles as an organized daily carry once they arrive at their destination.” 

 

The Outbreaker Laptop Backpack is the ideal under-the-seat backpack for a frequent traveler. It 

features a front panel opening for easy packing, a TSA-friendly lay-flat electronics compartment, 

plenty of pockets, premium weather resistance, and a luggage pass through sleeve to pair 

seamlessly with a rolling suitcase. Once explorers reach their destination, it is the perfect 

backpack to explore a new city with or carry to a café to work remotely. 

 

The Outbreaker Collection, for experienced travelers who demand high performance, features 

obsessive organization, best-in-class ergonomics, highly durable materials, and premium 

weather resistance. 

 

For hi-res images of the Outbreaker Laptop Backpack, click here. 

 

To learn more about Tortuga and the Outbreaker Laptop Backpack, go to 

tortugabackpacks.com or visit them on Instagram: @tortugabackpacks. 

 

https://tortuga.filecamp.com/s/KPyXSWDKzoLUvHmR/fo/JtL1KmbDrF7mwOtl
https://www.tortugabackpacks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tortugabackpacks/?hl=en


About Tortuga 
On a backpacking trip to Europe in 2009, Tortuga co-founders Fred Perrotta and Jeremy 

Michael Cohen learned that most luggage is ill-suited for city travel. They couldn’t find the 

perfect luggage for city travel, so they made it. Today, Tortuga is a 100% remote team on a 

mission to make travel easier and more enjoyable. 
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